The Great Paihia Gnome Hunt

The Great Paihia Gnome Hunt, the gnomes are hiding
in Paihia! Can you find them all?
Track down all the gnomes, take a festive photo of you
and the all the gnomes (from outside the window),
share to #gnomesofpaihia, tag @discoverpahia and
tag the location and to be into win great prizes.
The answers are the name of the business where the gnomes are hiding
eg Ripcurl not surf shop.

If you get stuck ask a friendly local

Clue 1

Lets begin

This gnome is near the wooden dolphin in a place
with an “eye” and full of information on Paihia?
Don't forget to take a photo and upload to
#gnomesofpaihia

Clue 2
I get sold in a box but I’m not breakfast cereal
I come as a pair but I’m not glasses
I can be shined but I’m not a flashlight
I have a tongue but I can’t speak
A gnome needs to put their best foot forward.

Clue 3
Looking for pre used clothing for a Christmas
gnome party!
Don't forget to take a photo and share to
#gnomesofpaihia

Clue 4
This gnome is all about "Get Firewise "
Where do other firewise people hangout?
Take a photo and post what the message this gnome
has and share to #gnomesofpaihia

Clue 5

This gnome is looking to have a career in Tourism &
Hospitality, where to do this in Paihia?
Ask a friendly local if you are stuck!

Clue 6
This gnome has a mask that can go underwater!
Remember to tag the shop in your photo and share
to #gnomesofpaihia

Clue 7
Trees can have many, a wife may have one,
Big Ben has had more than anybody under the sun.
Diamonds and gold are what a gnome likes for bling Where can they be brought?

Clue 8

To find this gnome you must look, in the window of
a building that hold has a million stories but cannot
tell them. Where this gnome has borrowed a new
adventure and each turn is a mystery.
Remember to share to #gnomesofpaihia

Clue 9
Tī koraha, otherwise known as?
Ask a friendly local if you are stuck!

Clue 10
This gnome is feeling under the weather, if your ill
or want sunblock, perfume or a sunhat,
this place has it all!
Tricky to spell, make sure you have it right!
Check the sign

Clue 11
This gnome is having a break at a place that has
sells both of theses
This can come as a sandwich
And it can sometimes come in cones
It’s also sold in tub
This starts off as a bean
Which then goes on to be ground
It spends some time brewing

It’s time to walk, for this gnome is along the road,
near the beach, you need to pass the Village
Green on the right

Clue 12

This gnome had found a home where they serve
a family favourite?
A meal of two things -One swims in the sea
The other starts with a C and ends with a S. I am
a jumbled “cpshi”

Head along the road towards a road that is the
named after the opposite of Queen

Clue 13
This gnome has a found a place with a cool striped
fence and if you divide 60 by 2
and then there are two?
Ask a friendly local if you are stuck!

Clue 14
You need to go around the bend to find this gnome
This gnome is found at the only New Zealand owned
hotel chain. It starts with S
Remember to tag the business and share to
#gnomesofpaihia to be in to win prizes

Clue 15

It's summer so head to the beach
This beach is known as _ _ _ _ _ _ Beach

This time you need to make your own beach gnome!
Use only natural materials found at the beach, take a
team photo with your beach gnome
Best fun photo wins a prize! #gnomesofpaihia

Clue 16

Now head back to town, you are nearly done
Its tours and cruise for this gnome! Time to take a
ferry out to the largest island in the Bay!
Ask a friendly local if you are stuck!

Clue 17
Look for the big fish, near the Wharf,
what type of fish is it?
To finish take a fun photo of the giant fish!
(Please don’t climb on!)

Congratulations for finishing
The Great Paihia Gnome Hunt!
Have a very Merry Christmas
from us all in Paihia!

Remember to upload all your photos to
#gnomesofpaihia and tag
@discoverpaihia to be into win prizes.
Prizes will be drawn on the 21 Dec 21.

